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Purpose of Social Media

✓ Engages students in the learning process
✓ Provides real world experiences
✓ Fosters digital citizenship
✓ Prepares students for future
Why Social Media

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOYbnbXHR6U
Types of Social Media

- Blogs - Fusion
- Voice Thread - Add a comment
- Tiki Toki - Group Edit a Timeline
- PollEverywhere - Create a Poll
- Twitter - Browse, Follow, & Tweet

- Storify - Explore Examples
- GoogleDocs - Edit a document
- Pinterest - Add a Pin
- Quizlet - Use a study tool
- Wiki on Fusion/Wikispaces - Create a Wiki
Using Quizlet

Chapter 14

Second Great Awakening
early 1800s when a wave of religious fervor stirred the nation

25 terms
Order by: Default

Terms: nonEnglish
Definitions: nonEnglish

Second Great Awakening: early 1800s when a wave of religious fervor stirred the nation
Revival: religious camp meeting; people traveled to listen to preachers, pray, sing, weep, and shout
Playing Space Race

Copy the answer

refusal to obey laws that are considered unjust as a nonviolent way to press for changes — civil disobedience

civil disobedience
Developing a Managed Digital Environment

Policy, Privacy, Protection, & Parents
Developing a *Managed* Digital Environment

1. Ensure Policy Compliance
2. Be Aware of Privacy Settings
3. Involve Parents in the Process
4. Teach Digital Citizenship
Creating a Press Corps Podcast

WHPC News
This just in: United States charged with Imperialism

WHPC Trial Coverage
When: Friday, March 22nd
11:25 AM
Where: Supreme Court
What? United States charged with Imperialism

The Podcast
Here is our podcast covering everything about the trial. There may be more, so stay tuned!

Credit: A/ius for music during news
http://www.youtube.com/user/OfficialAius

Credit: Sound Bible for news intro
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Tweets

Mrs. Dunbar Press4 @MrsDunbarPress4 26 Mar
Our podcast is on our site at period4dunbar.wordpress.com
#TrialCoverageP4
Expand

Mrs. Dunbar Press4 @MrsDunbarPress4 26 Mar
The Jury has come to a verdict on the second charge. The U.S. is guilty of two out of three clauses of Human Rights Abuses.
#TrialCoverageP4
Expand

Mrs. Dunbar Press4 @MrsDunbarPress4 26 Mar
The Jury has come to a verdict on the first charge. The U.S. is guilty of three out of the four clauses of Imperialism.
#TrialCoverageP4
Expand

Mrs. Dunbar Press4 @MrsDunbarPress4 25 Mar
General Hitchcock claims US had no right attacking Mexico, Thomas Jefferson supported Louisianna Purchase. #TrialCoverageP4
Expand

Mrs. Dunbar Press4 @MrsDunbarPress4 25 Mar
Andrew Jackson claims that the US peacefully took over Cherokee land. #TrialCoverageP4
Expand

Mrs. Dunbar Press4 @MrsDunbarPress4 25 Mar
Benjamin Harrison agreed with purchasing the Hawaiian Islands. James K polk Claims that Texas was willing to be annexed.
Google Earth

The beginning of Hernan Cortes’s expeditions: Spain

Cortes heard stories of the New World and wanted to go on an expedition. So he went to the West Indies led by Nicolas de Ovando with Diego Velazquez. This journey reached Hispaniola and the West Indies. Cortes went to conquer Mexico and seize its wealth. He also wanted to be famous for conquering land in the New World.
Voice Thread
Improving District Resources

• A Reliable Network
• Immediate Access to Support Staff
• Up to date Software and Hardware
• Subscription Services
  – E.g. VoiceThread: School License - $450.00 for 350 teacher accounts